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washer this lime. I was only there
two days, but in that time T found
there was urgent need for strict
enforcement of the law.
Even 10 hours of such work un-

dermines one's health.
When engaged I was told that

I could only work ten hours a
day. The reporting time in the
morning was 8 o'clock and we
were through at 7 in the evening.
With one hour off for lunch that
Brought the day within the legal
limit. But I soon discovered that
the "hour for lunch" was a snare
and a delusion. .Fifteen minutes
was nearer the resting period.
Mej.1 time was practically entire-
ly cut out.

At the noon rush it is impossi-
ble in many cases for the em-

ployes to take time for lunch, and
even after the rush is over the
restaurant and kitchen must be
cleaned before the evening rush
starts. The only solution is for
more help to be employed. If the
law is to be carried out that is'
imperative.

Another thing that saps one's
vitality is the practice of "speed-
ing up." As 'as a girl fin-

ishes one task? she is put to anoth-
er and always the' cry is for. more
speed.

Owing to the pressure of the
work, due to this "speeding up"
practice, even when time is
snatched" from work te eat the
desire fdr food is gone, and with
the knowledge that every min-

ute lost means that much harder
work to catch up with, the fast pil-

ing up dishes, the food does the
girl no good, ' -

tl is the duty of one girl'to
scrub the whole interior of the
public part of the restaurant
twice daily. That in itself is quite
a heavy piece of work. I know,
for I did it. Also, I had to assist
in washing the dishes.

The working is hard enough',
but the getting off in the evening
brings very little relief. What is
therefor these girls to do? They
are too worn out to go out for
any amusement, and even should
they feel equal to going, out, the
smallness of their wages pre-
cludes the possibility of them go-

ing anywhere except to the
cheapest and most uninviting
places.

At the end of the day the girls
are exhausted. Many of them
frequently throw themselves
down on their bed without even
having the energy to undress. But
they all remove their shoes, for
their feet are tortured.

With all the hardships these
girls have to undergo, there is
very little heard of the effect of
long hours on their health. There
is a reason for this, and a very

one, Most of them arefood speaking Poles and other
branches of the Slavic race, who
have no means of telling the pub-
lic of these conditions.

In this article I haye not tried
to do any muck-rakin- g. I have
simply told conditions as I have
found them. As to the wages, that
reform must come from the in-

side. But when the law in regard
to hours is violated, there is a
remedy, put on the statute-book-s
of Illinois, by. the legislature. Of
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